
The replacement forearm cover and straps can be machine washed or 
replaced when worn out. Please connect any Velcro parts, wash in cold water, 
gentle cycle and tumble dry on low heat. The cover slides on the easiest when 
the core forearm is contoured near the elbow and the wrist is bent into slight 
extension. Place the finger end of the forearm core into the cover then pull it 

over the contoured end. Be sure the end tab covers the core, but does not 
block the pin on the underside of the forearm core. The zipper tab on the 
cover has been removed to prevent it from interfering with the connection 

joint, so use a paperclip or small hook to pull the zipper closed on the 
underside of the forearm.

Cleaning the Core Parts: 
The belt pads and top cover of the forearm 
may be removed. The core belt and core 
forearm parts that remain are made of 

plastics and aluminum. These may be wiped 
down with an intermediate level disinfectant 

for sanitation purposes. Covers and pads 
may either be washed or replaced.

The replacement belt pads come in a set of 4 pads that can be machine washed or replaced when worn 
out. Please connect any Velcro parts, wash in cold water, gentle cycle and tumble dry on low heat. The 2 

hip pads slip over the corresponding hip templates on the core belt. The back pad is identified by the long 
Velcro strip. It is placed around the overlapping belt parts and button snaps in the back with the longer 
flap closing upward to connect with the shorter flap. The front pad is placed behind the strap with with 

ratchet buckle while the belt is open and the Velcro tab is closed around the belt to keep it from falling off. 
When it is time to close the belt the ratchet strap goes into the ratchet buckle while the plastic belt slides 

into the pocket of the front belt pad. Please be sure the padded aspect for each pad is on the inside where 
it will protect the skin and provide comfort. 
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Directions for Replacement Pads/Cover:

Replacement Belt Pad Set  
(1 Set = front pad, back pad and 2 hip pads)

Replacement Forearm Cover and Straps 
(Thumb strap and extra finger strap not pictured)  


